
STEREO 
 
 
I'm running naked in dreams again 
Avoiding glances and dodging cars 
I miss my train again 
Unbearably closer but far 
 
I try to fly but I hang and fall 
Determined gravity pulls me down 
a bottomless hole again 
I'm nowhere with no one around 
 
No go, my machine is running out of 
pure life gasoline, please, for the love of 
all beautiful things I turn my head and 
step out of my life 
 
Just shut the door turn on the stereo 
Computer, vinyl, CD, radio 
All I know is complication simplified, 
Let it go 
Elevation amplified 
I lose my head inside my stereo 
Computer, vinyl, CD, radio 
All I know is complication simplified 
Out of mind, out of mind 
 
I'm sad when you don't return a call 
So sad we both know the protocol 
but you've got the hand again 
like everyone else in this town 
Come get me out of this pyramid 
I wish I came with a winning bid 
but my block is low again 
Yeah, everyone's innocence drowns 
 
No go, my machine is running out of 
pure life gasoline, please, for the love of 
all beautiful things I turn my head and 
step out of my life 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Just shut the door turn on the stereo 
Computer, vinyl, CD, radio 
All I know is complication simplified, 
Let it go 
Elevation amplified 
I lose my head inside my stereo 
Computer, vinyl, CD, radio 
All I know is complication simplified 
Out of mind, out of mind 
 
Forget the chemical adjustment 
My music's natural detachment 
All this absurdity will fade with every beat 
Forget my papers and appointments 
My failures and my disappointments 
All this insanity will blow away 
 
Just shut the door turn on the stereo 
Computer, vinyl, CD, radio 
All I know is complication simplified 
Let it go 
Elevation amplified 
I lose my head inside my stereo 
Computer, vinyl, CD, radio 
All I know is complication simplified 
Out of mind, elevation amplified 
Just shut the door turn on the stereo 
Computer, vinyl, CD, radio 
All I know is complication simplified, 
Out of mind, out of mind 
Out of mind, out of mind 
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